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Abstract 

We present a numerical technique for treating un
steady, low Mach number reacting flow. For fast 
chemistry nonpremixed combustion, the reaction ef
fects are generated using a conserved scalar, the 
mixture fraction. Such an approach yields species 
concentration information via post-processing rather 
than through the integration of species equations. 
Limits on the range of the conserved scalar are en
forced using a conservative redistribution of over
shoots rather than through traditional slope limiting 
methods. An approximate projection method is em
ployed to enforce the non-zero divergence constraint. 
The method is second order in space and time. We 
examine a gaussian conserved scalar field advected 
in a developed axisymmetric pipe Bow. 

1 Introduction 

Nonpremixed flames are found in many practi
cal combustion systems. In these systems, fuel and 
oxidant are initially separated and the combustion 
process depends on effectively mixing the two reac
tant streams. In cases where the chemical reaction 
rate is much higher than the mixing rate, an inter
esting limiting case exists. It is here that we can 
more clearly examine the fluid mechanics in the pres
ence of large density variations due to the expanding 
gases. 

Numerical studies of combustion systems at the 
fast chemistry limit are aided by the use of a con
served scalar field to provide information about the 
reaction progress (14] [17]. In this approach, the sys
tem of differential equations that describe the full 
reacting system can be greatly simplified. Assum-
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ing equal mass diffusivities for all species, for exam
ple, results in the collapse of the numerous species 
evolution equations to a single evolution equation 
for a conserved scalar such as the mixture fraction. 
Species concentrations can be generated at any time 
through knowledge of the conserved scalar without 
the need for detailed integration of each species evo
lution equation. 

Furthermore, for Bows where the thermal diffusiv
ity is equal to the mass diffusivity, the energy equa
tion can be related to the conserved scalar. Here, 
temperature is known as a function of the mixture 
fraction. The advantage is greater for turbulent 
flows as the computational cost of solving for re
action rates becomes more prohibitive. Such an ap
proach has been utilized successfully in a number of 
areas including studies of transition to turbulence in 
reacting jets [12]. 

For many low Mach number non premixed systems 
the effects of acoustic waves can be neglected. Ex
amples include boilers, furnaces, jets and fires. Uti
lizing a mathematical model that removes the effect 
allows computation to proceed at time steps limited 
by the bulk flow of the gas rather than the much 
more restrictive time step of pressure waves [8] [11]. 

The aim of the present research is to develop a 
finite difference method for solving time dependent 
nonpremixed reacting systems accurately and effi
ciently. By formalizing the method, we provide the 
foundation for future investigations of more com
plex problems. The low Mach number equations 
are solved using an approximate projection method 
developed for premixed reacting flows [7]. A con
served scalar, the mixture fraction, is used to model 
chemical reaction effects. We allow for temperature 
dependent viscosity and diffussion coefficients while 
computing at unity Lewis number, Le = 0/ D == 1. 
The accuracy of the method is demonstrated by ex
amining the burning of a gaseous droplet in an ax
isymmetric pipe flow. 



2 Low Mach Number Model 

The system of equations treated in this work is 
based on a low Mach number combustion model. For 
low speed Haws, M < 0.3, one can perform asymp
t.otic expansions, in M, of the primitive variables, 
U, T, p, and P. The result of such an analysis is a 
system in which the effect of acoustic waves can be 
neglected for open domains. The pressure can then 
be expressed as the sum of a spatially and tempo
rally constant part Pom" and a dynamic part 7f, 

P(r, z, t) = Pam" + 7f(r, z, t), (2.1) 

where 7fjPomb = O(M2). The momentum equa
tion can be expressed as 

p(Ut + (U· V)U» = -V7f + V·T. (2.2) 

We can obtain a constraint on the divergence of 
the velocity field from the continuity equation: 

V.U=-~~ =S. (2.3) 

3 Conserved 
istry 

Scalar Chem-

It has been noted that for many non-premixed com
bustion applications, chemical effects can be well 
modeled through knowledge of a conserved scalar 
field. In particular, if it is assumed that the molec
ular diffusivities are equal, a significant simplifica
tion can be made in the species and energy evolution 
equations. For example, consider a system on which 
we make the following assumptions: 

(1) Soret and Dufour effects can be neglected. 

(2) Molecular diffusivities are equal, Vi = V. 

(3) Radiation loss can be neglected. 

(4) Body forces can be neglected. 

We can derive an evolution equation for a conserved 
scalar, I, that can be used to calculate reaction rates 
for use in the energy equation and the divergence 
constraint. 

P~ = V ·(pVV f). (3.1) 

For a two stream mixing problem, such as a react
ing jet, a useful conserved scalar to consider is the 
mixture fraction: 

(3.2) 
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where f3 is any extensive property of the mixture free 
of sources and sinks. 

Assuming equilibrium chemistry~ we can deter
mine species mass fractions from knowledge of the 
conserved scalar field, Yt = Yt,eq(I). Further, we can 
obtain the reaction rate by a.pplying the chain rule 
to the species equation: 

. Df 
P:v.'Dt 

This reduces to 

Wi + Yi V·(pVV I) 

+pV(V f . V frY.. (3.3) 

Wi = -pV(V f . V Iry..eq(f). (3.4) 

For an ideal gas, the temperature, density and di
vergence constraint can now be expressed: 

DT 
PCPDt 

p 

V·U 

IV 

V'(KVT) - L:wi~hf,i 

Pamb 

RT 

1:1 

N 

1 - 1 (V'(KVT) - L:Wt~hf,') 
1 Pamb i=1 

R + R V·(pVV f)· (3.5) 

The ideal gas constant is a function of mixture frac
tion only, R R(I), and the transport coefficients, 
K and V~ and the specific heat, CPt are functions 
of mixture fraction and temperature. Furthermore, 
since each species concentration is a function of mix
ture fraction only, the detailed chemical composition 
can be determined as a post-processing step. 

For the purpose of demonstrating the salient fea
tures of the proposed computational method, we 
simplify the system further by making the additional 
assumptions: 

(1) The thermal conductivity and diffusivities 
are equal, i.e. Le = l. 

(2) Viscosity, J.L, and the species diffusion co
efficient, V, are related to temperature as 
[19): 

(3.6) 

In this case, the evolution equations for species and 
enthalpy are identical allowing us to express tem
perature and density as functions of mixture frac
tion only. This results in the following system of 
equations: 



p(Ut + (U· V)U) = -V7r + V'r 

V·U = - - + - '\l.(pVV f) 1 (t il) 
p T R 

1 It + (U . V)f -V ·(pV'\l f) 
P 

T = Teq(f); p = Peq(f) (3.7) 

4 Numerical Algorithm 

In this section, we present the details of the numeri
cal algorithm for solving the above equations. Com
putations take place on a uniform grid of rectangu
lar cells of dimension ~r by ~z. These cells are 
indexed by i, [O ... M] in the r direction and j, [O ... N] 
in the z direction. We assume that all variables are 
cell-centered except where explicitly noted. 

The strategy of the method in advancing the so
lution from time t n to time t n + ~t t n +1 is a 
predictor-corrector. We solve evolution equations of 
the form: CPt + (U· '\l)cp = L(cp) + Q for cp = U, 
f, where L(<p) is a diffusive operator and Q is some 
source term. 

In the predictor, we estimate values of the flow 
quantities at tn+~ for use in constructing the nonlin
ear convective derivatives. An explicit second-order 
Godunov method given by [2], [5], and [10] is used 
for this purpose. We use implicit Crank-Nicolson 
differencing to evaluate the mixture fraction and to 
estimate the new velocity field: 

cp* cpR + ~t ( -[(U . V)<p]n+~ 

+ ~ (L(<pn) + L(<p*» + QOld). (4.1) 

Qold is an estimate of Q obtained from previous time 
step data. 

In the corrector, we improve our velocity field 
estimate by employing time centered values of the 
source terms in an approximate projection to satisfy 
the divergence constraint. Conceptually~ this can be 
written: 

<pn+l cpn + ~t ( -[(U . '\l)<p]n+! 

+ ~ (L(;pn) + L(<p*» + Qn+!). (4.2) 

The source term, Qn+~ 1 is a time centered estimate 
obtained using ;pn and cp*. Finally, the velocity field 
is filtered to remove nonphysical modes left by the 
projection. In the remainder of this section we pro
vide the details for the above outline. 
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4.1 Diffusion Operators 

Diffusion operators need to be defined in order to 
advance the flow quantities in time. For velocity, we 
need to approximate the axisymmetric viscous stress 
tensor: 

! ~ [1' JJ (2 au ) 1 
l' 8r a1' 

2JJu 2 - + - Jl(V' ·U) 1'2 3r 

2 8 
- 31' a1' (1'Il('\l·U») 

+ :z H:~ + :~)l 
('\l.ry ~ ~ [1' JJ (aV + aU) 1 + a [JJ (2 av ) 1 

l' a1' a1' a z a z a z 

2 a -3 az (JJ(V,U», (4.3) 

We construct this operator by defining gradients 
and a divergence in the following way: 

D(F)' . t,] 

tpi+l,j - <Pi,j 

~1' 

Ipt,j+L 'Pi,j 

~z 

tpi+l,j+l CPi-l,i+l + CPi+l,j - <Pi-I.j 

2~r 

<PHl,j+l - IpHl,j-l + 'Pi,j+l - CPi,j-l 

2~z 

2ri+1. ]' F~+ 1 ,- 21'i_1. J' F~ 1 ' 
'2 ' '"2 ,) '2 , t - 2 ,) 

2 2 
1'j+!,j - 1'i _ 

(4.4) 

where rj+t.i is the radial distance to the cell edge in

dexed by (i + !, j). The viscous operator is formed: 

(L~U):,j 

where 

D(Fl) _ 2(JJu)"j _ 2Pi.i S' , 
2 3 I,] 

ri,j ri,j 

2 (1'S) '+.1' (1'S) , I ' __ I 2,J t- 'I'} 

3 2 2 
1'i+~,j - 1',_ 

2JJGr (ti) 

Jl ( G~ ( v) + G Z 
( ti ) ) 

Jl ( G r (v) + G: (ti)) 
2jjG2 (v). 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 



The flux functions, pI and 1'2, are edge centered 
vectors with individual components defined above. 
Where needed, fJ. is averaged to cell edges. 

Boundary conditions are required for the viscous 
operator. Along the axis of symmetry and at outflow 
, a homogeneous Neumann condition on the velocity 
field is set using a copy condition, e.g. i.p-l = i.po. 

At walls, a first-order no-slip condition is enforced 
on the gradients where necessary: 

1 1 
ar (-3<PM,j + ii.pM-I,j) 

1 1 
2ar (-VM,j+l + 3VM - 1,j+l 

1 
-VM " + -VM-l .) ,) 3 .1 

o (4.7) 

for i.p U, v. The inflow is set using the prescribed 
inflow condition. 

The diffusion operator for the mixture fraction is 
computed: 

(FI·t'I)i+ = (pVGt'/)i+J;,j 

(F"Z I);,j+t = (pVG
z 
I).,j+ t 

(L~f)i,j (DFfkj· ( 4.8) 

We obtain p on cell edges by harmonic averaging of 
the cell centered density. Boundary conditions are 
set using a copy condition on f for solid walls, the 
outflow boundary and the axis of symmetry. The 
inflow boundary is set using the prescribed profile. 

4.2 Reaction Term 

For cases where Le 1, the reaction term is ob
tained through knowledge of the mixture fraction 
field: 

where T, T, R, and R are functions of the mixture 
fraction alone and are centered at (i, j). 

4.3 Predictor 

4.3.1 Edge Velocities 

Th d I · . ( )n + t - Un + t d e e ge ve oCItIes, U,V "+.1." = '+.1.' an 
t 2.1 I 2 ,) 

( )n+k u"+! d" 
'U , V ' '+1. ' '+1., are compute usmg a varIant 

t,) 2 t,J 2 

of the higher order Godunov procedure in [5]. The 

procedure consists of two steps: 
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(1) Extrapolate in time and space to obtain 
U"+~,L d Un+t,R t 11 II d d t+ k.i an i+ t,j a a r-ce e ges an 

Un+t,B d Un+!,T t 11 11 d 
" 1 an . '+ 1 a a z-ce e ges. ',J+ 2 t,) 2 

(2) Use an upwinding procedure to uniquely 
. n+t n+k determme U,+ I • at r-cell edges and U, '+ 1 

t 2'] I,J 2" 

at z-cell edges. 

In the extrapolation step, we use a Taylor series to 
approximate cell edge values at tn+t. The temporal 
derivative is replaced using the momentum equation. 
For edge (i + ~,j) we get, 

+ 

+ 

+ 

~(1 max (u?,j , 0) ~~)6Ur!i,j 
at 1 
2 (V[U])z,i,j az 
at h 
-(L U)" 2p" IJ I,} 

t,} 

(4.10) 

We define values at other cell edges in a similar man
ner. For edge cells where either the left or right 
extrapolation is undefined, we apply boundary con
ditions. For (i + ~,j) cells, the r-component of ve
locity is set to zero. The z-component of velocity 
is determined from the properly defined edge value, 
e.g. the left extrapolation is defined at the right edge 
of the domain. For (i, j + !) cells, the prescribed 
profile is set for both components of velocity at the 
inflow edge. The properly defined edge value is used 
at outflow. 

The slopes, OUr,i,) I are computed using a standard 
centered difference stencil. Where needed, we set 
boundary conditions on the velocity field. For u, we 
use a homogeneous Dirichlet condition at the axis of 
symmetry and walls. At inflow and outflow 1 we use 
linear extrapolation, i.e. Uj,-I = 2u.,o 'Ui,i' For V, 

we apply a homogeneous Dirichlet condition at walls 
and a homogeneous Neumann condition at the axis 
of symmetry. At inflow we apply the prescribed in
flow profile. At outflow we use linear extrapolation. 

The transverse derivatives are defined as in [10]: 



where 

= 

= 

if v!'. > 0 
I,} 

otherwise 

tl.t h 
Ui,j-l + ---(LpU)i,i-1 

2Pi,j-l 
At h 

U· '+-(L U)·· ',1 2.. P .,J 
P"} 

( 4.11) 

Note that this procedure requires values for L~U 
that lie outside the physical domain of the prob
lem. We want the boundary conditions for L~ U to 
be related to those set on the velocity field~ U. For 
L~' r ( 'U ), we copy values across the boundary for in
How and outflow, i.e. (L~,rU)i,_I = (L!,rU)i,O. At 
the axis of symmetry and walls, we apply an inverse 
copy: (L~,rU)_l,j = -(L!,ru)o,j_ For L~'Z(v), we 
copy values at the axis of symmetry and at outflow. 
We apply an inverse copy at inflow and at the walL 

We obtain U~++!.t . through the following upwinding 
• '2,J 

procedure: 

if (U;+l,j + u;+l,j) > 0 

otherwise 

( 4.13) 

4.3.2 Projection of Edge Velocities 

In this step we use a MAC projection to enforce the 
divergence constraint on the edge velocites [3]. 

We solve 

1 
(D-GA.)- . pn 0/ 1,1 (DUn+!)i J' - S'). 

, I,} 

( 4.14) 

for 4>, where SJ:j is given by (4.9), D, G r and GZ are 
given in (4.4). 

A set of boundary conditions are required for the 
projection. At the axis of symmetry and the wall, 
homogeneous Neumann conditions are used on cP. 
The prescribed inflow profile is used at the inflow 
edge. The boundary condition at the outflow edge 
is found by applying a one-dimensional version of 
the differential equation at that edge. Solve 

DID lG4>ID = DIDUn+fi - S 
p 

tP 1D - 0 at wall, 
( 4.15) 
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where DID is the divergence defined in (4.4) with 
all z-direction differences omitted. 4>lD is applied at 
the outflow edge in the same way as the prescribed 
inflow profile is set at the inflow edge. This has the 
effect of set ting ov / a z = 0 while still allowing for the 
existence of velocity variations in the r-direction. 

The velocities are corrected as 

n+ ~ ._ n+ fi (GM AC A.)r 
ui+t,j .- u t + td - 'f' i+fi,j 

.n+~ ._ n+t (GMAC A.)Z 
v.+!. .. - v'+l . - 0/ i+l. J" 

t 2 ,) • 2.3 2' 

The MAC gradients are defined: 

4>i+l,j - <i>i.j 
Ar 

(4.16) 

1 
4Az (4)Hl,j+l + 4>i,i+l 

-4>;+ l,j-l - 4>i,j - t) (4.17) 

We define the velocity corrections and gradients sim
ilarly for (i, j + t) edges. Homogeneous Neumann 
boundary conditions are set on 4> for inflow, the axis 
of symmetry and the walL The condition found in 
(4.15) is used at the outflow boundary. 

Finally, the radial velocity on j 1/2 edges is 
extrapolated: 

(4.18) 

This correction insures that the problem is not 
overdetermined at inflow. That is, it may be inap
propriate to specify both components of the velocity 
field and the divergence at a single point. 

4.3.3 Edge Centered Mixture Fraction 

The procedure for finding f~++lt. and f~~+tl is similar 
I 2') I,J 2' 

to the calculation of edge centered velocities with 
two minor differences. 

First, boundary conditions are set on the mixture 
fraction field, for the slope computation. Homoge
neous Neumann conditions are applied at the axis of 
symmetry and walls. The prescribed profile is set at 
inflow. At outflow, linear extrapolation is used. 

It should be noted that use of a centered difference 
slope without a limiter can result in values of the 
mixture fraction that exceed the mathematical lim
its of that variable, f E [0, I}. There are many lim
iters available in the literature that produce mono
tone profiles ( [18J for a summary). Additionally, 
there are smooth limiters that produce second accu
rate solutions for the advected variable such as those 
suggested in [15] and [16]. 



The current problem requires a limiter that is suit
ably accurate, monotone, and smooth for calcula
tions of both f and L'i,f. We were unable to develop 
a limiter that satisfied all of these criteria. Monotone 
limiters invariably involve some clipping of extrema 
that result in disastrous errors in the calculation of 
the second divided difference. As a result, the lim
its on the mixture fraction will be enforced using a 
smooth conservative redistribution scheme discussed 
later. 

The second difference is in the upwinding pro
cedure. Here we use the relevant edge velocity to 
choose an upwind state. At edges where the extrap
olation is defined from only one direction, we use 
that value for the upwind state. For example at the 
right edge of the domain, the left extrapolation to 
the (i + !, j) edge is used. 

4.3.4 Computation of Adveetive terms 

The final step in the predictor is the computation 
of the nonlinear convective derivatives. We obtain 
(U· V·)SO for SO tt, V, f as: 

(4.19) 

+ 

+ 

4.3.5 Scalar Update 

An estimate of density and the source term, S, at 
time tn+t is needed. We advance the mixture frac
tion field to t n +1 using Crank-Nicolson differencing: 

where the density is evaluated at tn. Homogeneous 
Neumann conditions are applied at the axis of sym
metry, wall, and outflow edges. The prescribed in
flow profile is used at the inflow edge. 

Due to the unlimited slopes in the advection rou
tine, the new mixture fraction field may contain val
ues, f fI. [0,1]. We enforce the limits on the mixture 
fraction by redistributing the overshoot to the neigh
boring cells in a manner similar to that in [6J. 

For example, if I.,j > 1, we define the overshoot, 
~ f == fi,j 1. Weights are calculated to determine 
how much of the overshoot to distribute in each cell: 

(4.21) 
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for k~ m = -1,0, 1, where cell (i, j) is excluded. The 
overshoot is then redistributed as: 

~i+k,j+m6f 
fi+k,j+m = fi+k,j+m + Et ( 4.22) 

w here the sum occurs over the val nes of k and m 
specified above. 

With the new mixture fraction in bounds, an esti
mate for the mixture fraction at t"+! is found by av
eraging the old and new time values. Temperature, 
density, and the transport properties are found in a 
look-up table using the time centered mixture frac
tion. The divergence source term, sn+ t is evaluated 
according to (4.9) using values centered at tn+t. 

4.4 Corrector 

4.4.1 Time Centering of Adveetive Terms 

The advective derivatives that were computed pre
viously were formed using a lagged source term in 
the MAC Projection (4.14). In order to maintain 
second-order accuracy in time, we need to improve 
that calculation using a time-centered source: 

(nu"+!)·· S~~ t 
I,) ',1' ( 4.23) 

We complete the MAC projection and recompute 
the advective derivatives. Finally, these values and 
pn+~ are used in the scalar update (4.20) to improve 
the estimate of the mixture fraction at t"+l. 

4.4.2 Velocity Update 

The velocity field is updated using: 

U* un + Llt[-[U· VU]"+~ - _1_1 G7r"- ~ 
p"+"'). 

+~Lh( U* + un)] (4.24) 
pn+7J. I' 2 

Physical boundary conditions are used for this up
date as described for computing L~ U. 

4.4.3 Velocity Projection 

The update performed in (4.24) uses a lagged pres
sure gradient. In order to achieve second-order ac
curacy in time, an expression for Un+ 1 is required 
with the pressure gradient properly centered in time. 

( 4.25) 



We obtain the time centered pressure gradient by 
solving a Poisson equation for the pressure: 

DoU 

(FYU),+.! . 
I :;113 

(FZU). '+1 ·,1 2 

Do (U* - un + ~G7l"n-!) 
6.t pn+'2 

sn+1 _ sn 
( 6.t ) 

D(F(U)) 
Ui,j + u,+l,i 

2 
Vi,j + Vi,j+1 

2 
( 4.26) 

where D is defined in 4.4. Boundary conditions 
are similar to those applied in the MAC projection~ 
(4.15), with an appropriately modified right hand 
side to the outflow boundary condition equation: 

The projected velocity is then found from: 

... J1.t ( n 1 G n+ 1 ) U - --1 G07r -"2 - o7l" "2 
pn+"2 

'P;+1,j - 'Pi-I,] 

ar 
'Pi,j+l - 'Pi,j-l 

6.z 
( 4.28) 

A second order extrapolation is used to set boundary 
conditions on fJ for computing the gradients: 

( 4.29) 

4.4.4 Filter 

The need for a filter when using an approximate pro
jection was recognized in [6] and (7}. Several modi
fications have heen made since that work. For this 
reason~ we have devoted a full section to discussion 
of the filter. 

5 Filter 

The approximate projection operator used in 
this paper allows a non-physical oscillatory error to 
remain after the projection: U = E( _l)(i+i). This 
mode can he removed from the velocity field by ap
plying a filter to the output of the projection. 

The filter consists of a series of point-Jacobi it-
erations using a divergence centered alternately on 
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(i + ~,j) and (i,j + !). We isolate the approxi
mately divergence free part of the velocity field by 
solving: 

U - G\{I (5.1) 

wi th homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions 
on all edges. We damp the oscillatory mode by per
forming several point relaxation passes (currently 8) 
on the velocity field with operators alternately de
fined on (i + !,j) and (i,j +!) edges. 

(5.2) 

The operators on (i + !, j) edges, G u, D $6 are de
fined: 

1 
46.z ('Pi+t,i+ 1 + 'Pi- t.i+1 

-'Pi+t,j-l ipi-t.i-1) 

(Du U)' I . = (2ru)'+1,j - (2ru)i,j 
'+2,J rt+l - r; 

+ vi,i+l + Vi+l,i+l Vi,j-l - Vi+l,j-l 

4L\z 

Gtb and Dtb are defined: 

(G~bipkj = 4~r(ipi+l,j+t + 'Pi+1,j-t 

-'Pi-l,j+t - IPi-l,j-t) 

*(2r i+l,j( Ui+l,i+l + Ui+l,j) 

- 2ri-l,j(Ui-l,i+l + Ui-l,j» 

+ Vi,j+l - Vi,j 

6.z 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

The relaxation parameters, Au and Atb, in (5.2) 
are chosen to insure a stable update of the velocity 
field. While a traditional stability analysis cannot 



be performed for axisymmetric geometry, the results 
for the rectangular grids are easily calculated: 

(Au)' . 
dr2 

I,) 4 

(Atb)' . 
dz2 

(5.5) 
I,) 4 

These values appear to remain stable for all r. 
The stencil for the filter requires values of Dtb that 

extend one cell beyond the physical boundaries in 
the r-direction and fall on the boundaries in the z
direction. Likewise, values of Du are needed in the 
cells outside the domain in the z-direction and on 
the boundaries in the r-direction. In order to avoid 
ambiguities in evaluating the divergence at inflow 
and outflow edges, we apply the filter for all (i, j) 
for i E [O .. M],j E [l..N 1]. 

First consider Dtl,. For the cells inside the domain 
at the axis of symmetry and at the wall, we make 
use of the no flow boundary condition on u. Accord
ingly, the divergence is calculated near the axis, for 
example, by: 

r1.'Ul. .;+1. - 0 
(D U) - 2 2'''' :2 

tb 0 i+1. - (2 ) 
'2 4 rl - 0 

'2 

where we have taken advantage of the fact that no 
flux passes through r O. 

Next, boundary conditions are applied to the di
vergence operator to get values outside the domain 
in the r-direction. The choice of these boundary 
conditions appears to be arbitrary. Best results 
are achieved when we simply copy values in the r
direction, (DtbU)-l,i+t = (Du}U)O,i+k" 

Physical boundary conditions are also used to find 
Du on the boundary. At the axis of symmetry, we 
estimate the axial velocity at r = 0 using a linear 
extrapolation, V-1/2,j 2Vl/2,i - V3/2,i' The diver
gence is calculated: 

+ 

2rQuQ,j - 0 

r5 
v-~,i+l - V_~,j_l 

2dz2 • 
(5.7) 

At the wall, we set no-slip boundary conditions 
on the velocity field, UM+l,i = -UM,j, and ap
ply the regular divergence stencil. At inflow, we 
copy the divergence from the interior where needed, 

(D$lU).+1/2,1 = (D"U)i+l/2,2. 
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6 Numerical Results 

6.1 Accuracy 

We demonstrate the accuracy of this method by 
examining a gaseous droplet burning in an axisym
metric pipe flow. Equilibrium methane chemistry is 
used to generate derived quantities such as tempera
ture and density. The physical domain is 0 ~ r ~ 1, 
o ~ Z ~ 4. We avoid nonphysical effects caused by 
the presence of a source on the outflow boundary by 
centering a mixture fraction profile at [0,1.5]: 

f 0.5 + 0.25e- 12r2
• (6.1) 

The mixture fraction takes on values, 0.5 ~ f ~ 
0.75, in order to avoid steep temperature gradients 
found near stoichiometric values, f6t = 0.055. For 
the grid sizes used in this study, these regions would 
be not be fully resolved resulting in a loss of accu
racy. 

The mixture fraction field is smoothed by advanc
ing the solution without reaction to t = 0.001 using 
V = 1. This helps to insure smoothness in the sec
ond derivative of the field, needed to estimate the 
source term. 

We present results for both an inviscid flow and a 
Re = 100 flow. For the inviscid case, we use a plug 
flow velocity profile, v = 1, U = O. For the viscous 
case, the initial velocity field is an axisymmetric pipe 
flow, 

v = 1- r2 

u= O. 
(6.2) 

There is some difficulty generating an initial ve
locity field that is in agreement with the divergence 
constraint implied by the chemical reaction while 
still satisfying the viscous boundary condition at the 
wall. For this reason, the reaction is slowly switched 
on over t 0.3. We multiply the right hand side of 
(4.9) by a factor: 

r 1 
2"(tanh(32(t - 0.225» + 1). (6.3) 

This allows the output of the inviscid projection to 
account for viscous effects at the outer wall. Cur
rently, we are examining a Le 1, Sc = 1, flow 
with variable viscosity and diffusivity. The flow is 
computed to t 0.5. 

A convergence rate can be found by estimating 
the error on successively refined grids. Thus, we 
compute 

1I'P:i~ - 'Ph11 L1 

Il\Oh IILl 
(6.4) 



Case 16-32 Rate 32-64 Rate 64--128 
u 5.26e-3 1.86 1.45e-3 1.61 4.75e-4 
v 1.92e-6 1.60 6.33e-7 1.58 2.11e-7 
f 2.58e-5 1.98 6.54e-6 1.93 1.71e-6 
S 9.92e-3 1.95 2.56e-3 1.93 6.70e-4 
T 8.71e-6 1.98 2.20e-6 1.94 5.75e-7 

Table 1: Ll Convergence rates - Euler, t = 0.5 

Case 16-32 Rate 32-64 Rate 64-128 
u 2.37e-1 2.09 5.55e-2 2.06 1.38e-2 
v 6.03e-4 2.17 1.34e-4 2.03 3.28e-5 
f 1.01e-3 1.99 2.54e-4 2.00 6.35e-5 
S 5.04e-l 1.99 1.27e-1 2.00 3.18e-2 
T 3.74e-4 2.00 9.38e-5 2.00 2.34e-5 

Table 2: Ll Convergence rates - Re = 100, t = 0.5 

for 'P = u, v, j, T on each grid. Asymptotically, 
these differences are proportional to the error on the 
coarser grid. These values, as well as the numerical 
rates of convergence are presented in Tables 1 and 
2. 

While the convergence rates for the viscous case 
are second order, the rates for the inviscid test show 
difficulties with the velocity field. Better results are 
generated when using a pressure correction form of 
the projection for inviscid problems. In this formu
lation, we replace equation (4.26) with: 

D (u* -un) 
o ~t 

sn+l _ sn 
( dt ) 

(6.5) 

These results, and others found while investigating 
an all-speed algorithm, have suggested that the cur
rent formulations do not appropriately treat the po
tential part of the velocity field. Further work is 
necessary to correct this problem. 

6.2 Methane in Air 

In Figures 1 and 2, we present a calculation of 
methane burning in an air stream, Re = 100. 
The problem is not well resolved on this grid size 
(128x512) due to the thinness of the reaction zone 
and the proximity of the viscous boundary. How
ever, all fields show better than first order conver
gence in L 1 • We present the results to illustrate the 
method in a more realisitic setting. 
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The mixture fraction field takes on the full range 
of values, 0 ~ f ~ 1, with a gaussian profile similar 
to that in (6.8). As a result, we get temperatures 
that range from that of ambient air to the adiabatic 
flame temperature: 300K ~ T ~ 2225K. Expan
sion velocities are 30% of the free stream value in 
the axial direction and 8% of the free stream value 
in the radial direction. The unconstrained outflow 
boundary results in most of the expansion occurring 
in the +z-direction. 

In Figure 2, we show equilibrium species mass 
fraction fields obtained through post-processing the 
mixture fraction. CO2 , a product, is found near the 
reaction zone and in the rich portion of the field, 
while the inert N2 has diffused from the air stream 
into the core of the fuel rich region. Though NOx 

concentrations are not well represented by equilih
rium assumptions, the NO field is also shown. This 
field is high near the flame and very small elsewhere. 

7 Conclusions 

We have constructed a numerical method for com
puting unsteady non-premixed reacting flows that is 
second order accurate in space and time. The al
gorithm takes full advantage of a fast chemistry as
sumption to provide reaction rate data and species 
concentrations by means of look-up tables. A pro
jection method is employed to enforce the non-zero 
divergence constraint. This work provides the foun
dation for future investigations of more challenging 
problems. 
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4.8e-2 l.4e+O 
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-3.2e-l O.Oe+O 

Figure 1: Methane in air results. Fluid flows from bottom to top, axis of symmetry on left, wall on right. 
Top row, left to right: u, v. Bottom row: 5, J. 
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Figure 2: Methane in airled results. Top row, left to right: T, Yeo
2

• Bottom row: YN2 , YNO. 
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